Verlac Mansion: Ground Floor

- In the Crypt:  
  - coffins in niches

- Family Plot:  
  - tombstones, marble crypt

- Path Behind the House

- Pantry (3):  
  - broom

- To Cellar

- Kitchen:  
  - cabinets, flashlight

- Dining Room:  
  - table, china cupboard

- Foyer (4):  
  - luggage

- Sitting Room:  
  - suits, rain gear, portrait, family album

- Gallery:  
  - paintings

- Back Hall

- Outside the House:  
  - typewritten notice

- Scenic View (2)

- To Chilly Ave
Anchorhead

Verlac Mansion: Narrow Corridors

- Narrow Corridors-1 (6)
  - hole (into children's bedroom)
- Narrow Corridors-2
  - hole (into wine cellar)
- Narrow Corridors-3
  - hole (into sitting room)
- Narrow Corridors-4
  - hole (into sitting room)
- Narrow Corridors-5
- Observatory
  - charts, telescope

To:
- to crawlspace
- to Study
Anchorhead

Church and Sewers

Outflow Tunnel

End of the Pipe (9) metal grate

to beach

Steeple

Bottom of Shaft

Vestibule

Chapel

Behind the Chapel

To Anchorhead (Behind the Church)

Dripping Tunnel

Broken Stairs

Empty Stairwell

Church Cellar (8)

To Under the Bridge

Access Shaft (1)

Sewer Tunnel

Hanging from the Rope

Vaulted Tunnel depression
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